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Abstract The purpose of this research was to use next generation sequencing to identify mutations in patients with primary immunodeficiency diseases whose pathogenic gene mutations had not been identified. Remarkably, four unrelated
patients were found by next generation sequencing to have
the same heterozygous mutation in an essential donor splice
site of PIK3R1 (NM_181523.2:c.1425 + 1G > A) found in
three prior reports. All four had the Hyper IgM syndrome,
lymphadenopathy and short stature, and one also had
SHORT syndrome. They were investigated with in vitro immune studies, RT-PCR, and immunoblotting studies of the
mutation’s effect on mTOR pathway signaling. All patients
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had very low percentages of memory B cells and classswitched memory B cells and reduced numbers of naïve
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. RT-PCR confirmed the presence of
both an abnormal 273 base-pair (bp) size and a normal 399 bp
size band in the patient and only the normal band was present
in the parents. Following anti-CD40 stimulation, patient’s
EBV-B cells displayed higher levels of S6 phosphorylation
(mTOR complex 1 dependent event), Akt phosphorylation
at serine 473 (mTOR complex 2 dependent event), and Akt
phosphorylation at threonine 308 (PI3K/PDK1 dependent
event) than controls, suggesting elevated mTOR signaling
downstream of CD40. These observations suggest that amino
acids 435–474 in PIK3R1 are important for its stability and
also its ability to restrain PI3K activity. Deletion of Exon 11
leads to constitutive activation of PI3K signaling. This is the
first report of this mutation and immunologic abnormalities in
SHORT syndrome.
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Many critical aspects of immune cell development, differentiation and function are controlled by phosphoinosidtide 3 kinases
(PI3Ks) [1]. Information is accruing about the effects of human
gene mutations affecting these molecules. Hyperactivation of
the PI3K signaling pathway due to heterozygous gain-offunction mutations in the gene encoding PIK3CD has been
found by several groups to result in defects in immune function
[2–5]. The resulting clinical problems included respiratory infections, Epstein Barr virus and/or cytomegalovirus infections,
antibody deficiency, lymphadenopathy and lymphoma
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susceptibility. More recently, dominant mutations in the
gene encoding PIK3R1, the p85α regulatory subunit for
PIK3CD, were also found to result in constitutive hyperactivation of that pathway and immunodeficiency [6–8].
Currently, the dominant PIK3R1 mutations linked to constitutive hyperactivation have been restricted to mutations
of essential donor splice sites in intron 11, resulting in the
exclusion of exon 11 (PIK3RIΔ434_475) [6, 7, 9]. Prior to
these reports, a homozygous loss-of-function genotype in
exon 6 of PIK3R1 was reported in a female patient characterized by agammaglobulinemia and absent B cells [10]. In
addition, other dominant de novo mutations in exon 14 of
PIK3R1 have been described among patients with SHORT
syndrome characterized by short stature, hyperextensibility
of joints, delayed bone age, hernias, low body mass index
and a progeroid appearance [11–16]. No results of immune
studies were recorded in the SHORT syndrome patients in
the existing reports.
The purpose of this research was to use next generation
sequencing to identify mutations in patients with primary immunodeficiency diseases whose pathogenic gene mutations
had not been identified. Four unrelated patients were found
by next generation sequencing to have the same de novo heterozygous mutation in an essential donor splice site of
PIK3R1 (NM_181523.2:c.1425 + 1G > A) found in three
prior reports [6–8]. All four had the Hyper IgM syndrome,
lymphadenopathy and short stature, and one also had a clinical
diagnosis of SHORT syndrome.

Patient, Materials and Methods
Patients
The patients from four unrelated families were referred to the
Immunology Clinic at Duke University Medical Center
(DUMC). All studies were performed with the approval of
the DUMC Institutional Review Board and with the written
informed consent of the patients’ parents.
Patient 1 A 2.5 year old Caucasian male born to
nonconsanguineous healthy parents began having recurrent
otitis, sinusitis and dacryocystitis in early infancy. He also
had problems with intermittent hypoglycemia. On examination, he was found to be symmetrically small with height
and weight below the 5th percentile. He had enlarged tonsils and large cervical, axillary and inguinal lymph nodes.
Family history was negative for immunodeficiency. On immune evaluation, he was found to have an IgG of 78, an IgA
of 0, an IgM of 155 and an IgE of <1 and was started on
monthly intravenous immunoglobulin infusions (Table 1).
He is currently alive but with recurrent respiratory infections and lymphadenopathy.
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Patient 2 A 2.4 year old Caucasian female was born to
nonconsanguineous healthy parents and was healthy until
she began having recurrent otitis and pneumonia at 2.3 years
of age. On examination, she was found to be symmetrically
small with height and weight below the 10th percentile. She
had large tonsils and massive cervical adenopathy and an elevated serum IgM of 209 mg/dl with very low levels of all of
the other immunoglobulins (Table 1). She was started on
monthly intravenous immunoglobulin infusions and is currently alive but with continued lymphadenopathy.
Patient 3 A 6 year old Caucasian male was born to
nonconsanguineous healthy parents and began having recurrent
otitis and dacryocystitis in infancy, followed by pneumonia on
three occasions at age 4 years. On examination he was found to
be symmetrically small, with height and weight below the 5th
percentiles. Patient 3’s height was less than the fifth percentile
for all visits; his mean parental height would predict that he
should be at the 25th percentile for height as an adult. He had
large tonsils, enlarged cervical, axillary and inguinal lymph
nodes and splenomegaly. Immune evaluation at age 4 years
revealed that he had undetectable serum IgA, IgG and IgE but
an IgM of 529 mg/dl (Table 1). He is currently alive and receiving monthly IVIG with splenic peliosis but is otherwise well.
Patient 4 A 5 year old Caucasian female was born to
nonconsanguineous healthy parents and began having recurrent pneumonias at age 3 years. She also had numerous bouts
of otitis and had two sets of tympanostomy tubes. She has
congenital dacryostenosis. She had large tonsils and adenoids
and they were removed. Immune evaluation at age 5 years
revealed undetectable serum IgA and IgE, an IgG of 68 mg/
dl and an IgM of 197 mg/dl (Table 1). At age 12, she was
diagnosed independently by the Genetics Division as having
SHORT syndrome after ruling out multiple other genetic
causes of short stature through whole exome sequencing in a
commercial laboratory where the only abnormality detected
was the PIK3R1mutation. Patient 4’s height was at the 0.01
percentile for all visits and her mean parental height would
predict that she should be at the 25th percentile as an adult.
She has a triangular facial shape with a prominent forehead,
deep set eyes, thin nostrils, a low-hanging columella, a
downturned small mouth, a small chin, a conductive hearing
loss, hyperextensibility of the joints, delayed eruption of the
secondary teeth, lack of subcutaneous fat and a learning disability. She is currently alive and receiving monthly IVIG.
Immunologic Phenotype Analysis
Flow cytometry of peripheral blood leucocytes was performed
with labeled Abs to CD3ε, CD4, CD8, CD10, CD14, CD16,
CD20, CD22, CD24, CD25, CD27, CD38, CD45, CD45RA,
CD45RO, CD56, CD57, IgD, IgM, CD62L, CD197, CD279,
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Clinical and Immunologic Findings in the Patients

Patient
Gender

1
Male

2
Female

3
Male

4
Female

Age at Presentation (yr)

1 7/12

2 5/12

2

5 1/2

Growth Percentile
Viral Infections
Lymphoproliferation

<5th
−
3+

<10th
−
3+

5th
RSV, H1N1 Parainfluenza
3+

<<<5th
−
2+

Autoimmunity

−

−

−

−

Allergy

−

−

−

−

Respiratory Infections
Other Features
Ig Replacement
IgGb mg/dl (Age in yr)
IgAb mg/dl (Age in yr)
IgMb mg/dl (Age in yr)
IgEb I.U./ml (Age in yr)

Ear, Sinus
−
+
78 (1 7/12)
6 (1 7/12)
155 (1 7/12)
<10 (1 7/12)

Throat, Lung
−
+
47 (2 5/12)
8 (2 5/12)
209 (2 5/12)
8 (2 5/12)

Eye, Ear, Lung
−
+
<60 (4 1/12)
<16 (4 1/12)
529 (4 1/12)
<10 (4 1/12)

Eye, Ear, Lung
Abnormal faciesa
68 (5 ½)
0 (5 ½)
197 (5 ½)
1 (5 ½)

Normal Ranges
391–1047
15–95
49–202
0–150

Lymphocyte Studies (Yr)
Absolute Lymphocyte Ct
CD3+ T cells/μl
CD3+ CD4 + T cells/μl

13 1/4
1280
891
321

10 3/4
1476
1231
344

10 1/3
770
708
324

13 1/12
1254
1157
658

1000–4800
631–4142
340–2746

CD3+ CD8 + T cells/μl
Naïvec CD4 + T cells (%)
Naïved CD8 + T cells (%)
e
CD3 + CD8 + PD-1+/μl
CD19+ B cells/μl

392
14.2
14.2
56
182

773
31.1
5.4
325
38

181
11.1
41.2
20
16

433
14.2
39.4
22
29

154–1776
i
35.6–72.5
i
36.1–74.2
12–141
51–821

f

Transitional B cells (%)
g
Memory B cells (%)
h
Switched Memory B (%)
CD3-CD56+ NK cells/μl

52.7 % (102 abs)
3.3 % (6 abs)
8.5 % (16 abs)
175

4.02 % (0 abs)
11.9 % (1 abs)
11.9 % (1 abs)
155

48.8 % (5 abs)
4.4 % (0 abs)
3.7 % (0 abs)
16

14.2 % (4 abs)
1.2 % (0 abs)
2.4 % (1 abs)
36

j

2.9 %–23.8 % (12–35 abs)
1.4–27.6 % (4-168abs)
3.0–32.9 % (13-105abs)
12–864

PHA Stimulated Cells (cpm)
Anti-CD3 Stimulated (cpm)
Candida Stimulated (cpm)

64,853 (1483)
53,366 (1483)
1415 (888)

144,073 (2812)
133,166 (2812)
41,566 (1450)

115,456 (981)
33,415 (981)
6149 (4076)

137,276 (1914)
27,782 (1528)
495 (545)

117,512–235,792
59,808–186,006
6460–60,028

Abnormal values are in bold font
a

Triangular shape, deep-set eyes, thin nostrils, low-hanging columella, downturned small mouth, small chin and prominent forehead

b

Normal ranges for immunoglobulins are for 2 year old Caucasians

c

Naïve CD4+ T cells are CCR7 + CD45RA+/CD4+/CD3+

d

Naïve CD8+ T cells are CCR7 + CD45RA+/CD8+/CD3+

e

Senescent CD8+ T cells are CD57 + (PD-1)+/CD8+/CD3+

f

Transitional B cells are CD24++CD38++/IgD + CD27−/CD19+

g

Unswitched memory B cells are IgD + CD27+/CD19+

h

Class switched memory B cells are CD27 + IgD−/CD19+

i

Reference range provided by Dr. Alan Kirk of Department of Surgery, Duke University Medical Center

j

Reference range from R. van Gent et al.: Clin. Immunol. 133: 95–107, 2009

TCRαβ, and TCRγδ. Samples were collected on a BD
FACSCanto II cytometer and data analyzed using
FACSDiva software. Lymphocyte proliferation was assessed
by measuring [3H]thymidine incorporation into mononuclear
cells following culture with optimal concentrations of the indicated stimuli as previously described [17].

Next Generation Sequencing, Alignment and Variant
Calling
Next generation sequencing was carried out on the HiSeq2000
within the Genomic Analysis Facility in the Center for Human
Genome Variation (Duke University). DNA samples from
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Patients 1 and 2 were analyzed using whole exome sequencing and from Patient 3 by whole genome sequencing. For the
exome sequenced samples, sequencing libraries were prepared from primary DNA extracted from leukocytes of patients using either the KAPA Biosystem’s (patient 1) or
Illumina TruSeq (patient 2) library preparation kit following
the manufacturer’s protocol. For patient 1 and his parents, the
Nimblegen SeqCap EZ V3.0 Enrichment kit (Roche
NimbleGen, Madison, WI) was used to selectively amplify
the coding regions of the genome according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For patient 2, the 65-Mb Illumina TruSeq
Exome Enrichment Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA) was used
to selectively amplify the coding regions of the genome according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Patient 3 was wholegenome sequenced. Whole exome sequencing was performed
initially at a commercial CLIA-certified laboratory for patient
4, and the mutation was confirmed by the authors.
Alignment of the sequenced DNA fragments to the Human
Reference Genome (NCBI Build 37) was performed using the
Burrows–Wheeler Alignment Tool (BWA) (version 0.5.10).
The reference sequence used is identical to the 1000 Genomes
Phase II reference and it consists of chromosomes 1–22, X, Y,
MT, unplaced and unlocalized contigs, the human herpesvirus
4 type 1 (NC_007605), and decoy sequences (hs37d5) derived
from HuRef, Human Bac and Fosmid clones and NA12878.
After alignments were produced for each individual separately using BWA, variant and genotype calling was performed using the Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK, version
1.6–11-g3b2fab9). SnpEff (version 3.3) was used to annotate
the variants according to Ensembl (version 73) and consensus
coding sequencing (CCDS release 14) and limited analyses to
protein-coding or essential splice site (2 base pairs flanking an
exon) mutations.
The sequence data for patients 1–3 were analyzed using
established protocols that identify qualifying variants forming
genotypes not observed in an in-house control database of
2357 samples or 60,706 sequenced samples made available
by the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC), Cambridge,
MA (URL: http://exac.broadinstitute.org (accessed Jan.,
2015, release 0.3). The PIK3R1 essential splice site de novo
mutations were independently validated with Sanger
sequencing for each trio.
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pH 7.4). To determine cell expansion, 2 × 104 of EBVtransformed B-cell lines were plated in a 96-well plate in
0.2 mL media. Cell numbers were counted after cultured for
24, 48 and 72 h.
Immunoblot Analysis
EBV-transformed B cells were rested in PBS for 30′ at 37 °C
followed by stimulation with an anti-CD40 antibody for 10 or
30 min or with human insulin (Sigma-Aldrich) for the indicated times and subsequently lysed in 1 % Nonidet P-40 lysis
buffer containing freshly added protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails. Cell lysates were subjected to immunoblotting analysis using anti-p85α, phosphor-S6, S6 protein,
phosphor-Akt serine 473, and β-actin antibodies according
to published protocols [19].
RT-PCR and DNA Sequencing
Total RNAs from PBMCs lysed in the Trizol reagent were
isolated according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The first
strand cDNA was made using the iScript Select cDNA
Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad). PIK3R1 cDNA was amplified using
primers huPIK3R1F 5’-TGGGAAATATGGCTTCTCTGA-3
and huPIK3R1R 5’-TCTTTCTCATTGCCTTCACG-3’
aligning to exon 10 and 12, respectively. PCR products were
separated and visualized by agarose gel electrophoresis and
further sequenced to identify aberrant splicing.
Glucose Uptake
To measure glucose uptake, cells were washed and resuspended in Krebs-Ringer-HEPES (at pH 7.4, 136 mM NaCl, 4.7 ml
KCl, 1.25 mM CaCl2, 1.25 mM MgSO4, and 10 mM HEPES).
2-Deoxy-D-H3 glucose (2 μCi/reaction) was added, and the
cells were incubated for 10 min at 37 °C. The reactions were
quenched by the addition of ice-cold 200 μM phloretin
(Calbiochem, Gibbstown, NJ) followed by centrifugation
through an oil layer (1:1 Dow Corning 550 Silicon fluid from
Motion Industries, Birmingham, AL; and dinonyl phthalate
from Sigma-Aldrich). The cell pellets were washed and solubilized in 1 M NaOH, and radioactivity was measured using a
scintillation counter.

Establishment of EBV Cell Lines and Cell Growth
Cyclosporine A, B95.8 culture EBV supernatant, and media
(RPMI 1640 + PenStrep + L-glu + Hepes + 20%FBS) were
added to 10 million peripheral blood leucocytes [18]. EBVimmortalized B-cell lines from patients and controls were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented
with 20 % FBS (HyClone), 100 U/mL penicillin G, 100 U/mL
streptomycin, 292 μg/mL of L-glutamine and 10 mM HEPES
(N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N′-2-ethanesulfonic acid;

Results
Patients All four patients have had recurrent upper and/or
lower respiratory infections from early childhood, but only
one had a history of viral infections and only with viral agents
that cause upper respiratory illnesses (Table 1). They have not
had recurrent fungal infections nor have they had opportunistic infections. Three have had recurrent bacterial
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dacryocystitis, and one has had intermittent hypoglycemia.
All four are symmetrically small: three had heights and
weights below the 5th percentile and patient 2’s height was
below the 10th percentile. Three of the patients have had peripheral lymphadenopathy and the fourth had very large tonsils and adenoids that were removed. The lymph nodes are
generally very large and are often soft and movable. Three
patients have had lymph nodes excised and no lymph node
has been found to be malignant. Lymph node histology in the
three for whom it is available revealed hyperplastic lymphoid
follicles with attenuated mantle zones (Fig. 1). Only one has
splenomegaly and that is complicated by peliosis. None of the
patients has autoimmunity or allergy. Only one patient is lymphopenic. Two of them have low numbers of B cells, and all

A

B
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have very low percentages of memory B cells and classswitched memory B cells. One of them has an elevated percentage and number of transitional B cells. They all have
normal numbers of natural killer cells, although one has only
16 such cells. Their T cell counts are all within the normal
range, but two of them have inverted CD4:CD8 ratios. All of
them have low percentages of naïve CD4+ T cells, and two
have low percentages of naïve CD8+ T cells. One of the patients has elevated CD8 senescent T cells (Table 1). T cell
functional studies in the four patients suggest some T cell
impairment in that two had low responses to PHA, three had
low responses to immobilized anti-CD3 and three had no response to candida (Table 1).
Mutation Whole exome sequencing of patient 1 and his parents identified a putative de novo mutation in an essential
donor splice site of PIK3R1 (NM_181523.2:c.1425 +
1G > A) (Supplementary Fig. 1). Among our set of 50 patients
who have undergone next generation sequencing for immunodeficiency of unknown molecular type, we identified three
other patients, patients 2, 3 and 4, with the exact same de novo
PIK3R1 essential donor splice site mutation
(NM_181523.2:c.1425 + 1G > A) (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Variation at this essential splice site was not observed among
2357 samples sequenced for various projects at the Institute
for Genomic Medicine, Columbia University (formerly the
Center for Human Genome Variation, Duke University); nor
was it observed among 59,413 samples among the ExAC
consortia dataset that had at least 10-fold coverage at this
precise site. For patients 1–3, the parents were also Sanger
sequenced for the mutation and it was confirmed that the mutation arose de novo in those patients. For patient 4, who was
clinically whole exome sequenced initially by a commercial
CLIA-certified laboratory, the variant was Sanger confirmed
in the child and confirmed to be absent in mother, but her
father was unavailable (Supplementary Fig. 1). It is likely
these de novo mutations arose in the germline cells; however,
we have not ruled out the possibility that the mutations may be
post-zygotic—limited to the hematopoietic system. In our patient population, we have not yet observed instances of the
other two described PIK3R1 essential splice variants at the
same site: NM_181523.2:c.1425 + 1G > C or
NM_181523.2:c.1425 + 1G > T [6, 7].
Detection of Aberrant Splicing of Mutant mRNA

Fig. 1 Histopathology of cervical lymph node biopsy of Patient 1. a A
low magnification demonstrates reactive follicular hyperplasia with
expanded germinal centers and attenuated mantle zones, as indicated by
the arrows. Note the polarity of well-defined germinal centers. H&E
stain, ×40. b Immunohistochemical stain for CD20 highlights well
defined germinal centers with diminished mantle zones or absence of
mantle zones, as indicated by the arrows. Note an apparently naked
germinal center without mantle zone in upper left, as indicated by the
arrowhead, and increased B-cells in the interfollicular area. Anti-CD20
stain, ×40

To determine if the mutation results in skipping of exon 11, we
amplified PIK3R1 cDNA from total RNAs from patient 1 and
his parents PBMCs using primers corresponding to exon 10
and 12 of the gene (transcript NM_181523.2). Both parents
generated a single normal 399 base-pair (bp) band. The patient
sample, however, produced both a 399 bp band and a unique
273 bp band (Fig. 2). Further sequencing of the PCR products
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B

A

PaƟent Mother Father

Marker

#2
WT

400bp
300bp
200bp
Mutant

CTACCGGAATGAATCTCTAGCTCAGTATAATCCCAAATTG
GATGTGAAATTACTTTATCCAGTATCCAAATACCAACAGGA
TCAAGTTGTCAAAGAAGATAATATTGAAGCTGTAGGGAAA
AAATTACATGAATATAACACTCAGTTTCAAGAAAAAAGTCG
AGAATATGATAGATTATATGAAGAATATACCCGCACATCCC
AGGAAATCCAAATGAAAAGGACAGCTATTGAAGCATTTAA
TGAAACCATAAAAATATTTGAAGAACAGTGCCAGACCCAA
GAGCGGTACAGCAAAGAATACATAGAAAAGT
CTACCGGAATGAATCTCTAGCTCAGTATAATCCCAAATTG
GATGTGAAATTACTTTATCCAGTATCCAAATACCAACAG
GAAATCCAAATGAAAAGGACAGCTATTGAAGCATTTAATG
AAACCATAAAAATATTTGAAGAACAGTGCCAGACCCAAGA
GCGGTACAGCAAAGAATACATAGAAAAGT
Black: Exon 10; Red, Exon 11; Blue, Exon 12.

C

exon 11

exon 10

exon 12

exon 11

WT

Loss of exon 11
exon 12

exon 10

E

Uns

10`

30`

Patient #1
Mother #1
Patient #1
Mother #1
Patient #1
Mother #1

Father #1

Patient #1

D

Mother #1

Mutant

110

P-Akt (T308)

70
55

P-Akt (S473)

40
35

*

25
15

Akt
P-S6 (S235/236)

*

S6
Actin

Fig. 2 a–c Aberrant splicing in PIK3R1 mRNA in patient 1. a Detection
of mutant form of PI3K1R mRNA by RT-PCR. b Sequence of normal and
mutant allele cDNA. c Chromatographs showing aberrant exon 10 to 12
splicing in patient 1’s mutant PIK3R1 allele. d Detection of p85α
(PIK3RI) protein in lysates from EBV-immortalized B cells from
patient 1 and his parents. In the patient sample, the intensity of the band
corresponding to p85α is decreased and there is a weak band (blue arrow)
that could be vaguely seen right beneath the p85α band, which is likely
the exon 11 deletion mutant of p85α. The band indicated with a red arrow

is only seen in patient, which is likely a degraded product of the mutant
p85α. The identities of the other two bands indicated by *, whether they
are non-specific proteins detected by the anti-p85α antibody or
degradation products of p85α, are unknown at present. e Assessment of
S6 and Akt phosphorylation in EBV-B cells following anti-CD40
stimulation. EBV-B cells from patient 1 and her parents were rested in
PBS at 37 oC for 30’ and then stimulated with an anti-CD40 antibody
(10 μg/ml) for 10 or 30 min. Cell lysates were subjected to
immunoblotting analysis with the indicated antibodies
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revealed that the 273 bp band was produced by direct exon 10
to 12 splicing.
Effects of p85αΔ434_475 Mutation on Signaling
To examine how p85αΔ434_475 mutation might affect p85α,
we generated EBV-immortalized B cell lines from patient 1
and his parents. As shown in Fig. 2d, patient EBV-B cells
expressed lower level of p85α compared with parent control.
In addition, a small protein band of about 30 kDa was only
observed in the patient’s B cells but not parents. Thus, the
mutant protein might be less stable than the WT protein. An
important downstream event of PIK3 signaling is the activation of mTOR. Activated mTOR phosphorylates and activates
S6 K1, leading to subsequent phosphorylation of the ribosomal protein S6. After resting in PBS at 37 °C for 30 min, EVB-B
cells from both parents of patient 1 did not contain obvious S6
phosphorylation (mTOR complex 1 dependent event), Akt
phosphorylation at serine 473 (mTOR complex 2 dependent
event), and Akt phosphorylation at threonine 308
(PI3K/PDK1 dependent event). However, a low level but noticeable phosphorylation of these molecules was observed in
patient 1’s EBV-B cells, suggesting constitutive activation of
PI3K-mTOR signaling (Fig. 2e). Following anti-CD40 stimulation, patient 1’s EBV-B cells displayed a higher level of S6
and Akt phosphorylation than controls, suggesting elevated
PI3K/PDK1 and mTOR signaling downstream of CD40.
The same was true when they were stimulated with insulin
for both patient 1 (top panel, Fig. 3a) and patient 4 (bottom
panel, Fig. 3a). Moreover, patient EBV-B cells had increased
uptake of 3H-2-deoxy-glucose following 1 h of stimulation
with insulin, and were more responsive to insulin than the
parent/control EBV-B cells (Fig. 3b). Altogether, these observations suggest that amino acids 435–474 in PIK3R1 are important for its stability and also restrain PI3K activity. Its deletion may lead to constitutive activation of PI3K/Akt/mTOR
signaling, which is consistent with recent reports of patients
with similar mutations [6–8].

Discussion
Including the 12 patients in the three earlier reports [6–8] all
sixteen known cases of PIK3R1 immunodeficiency have
had mutations at this es sential donor splice site
(NM_181523.2:c.1425 + 1G > A/C/T). Despite this apparent limited allelic heterogeneity for PIK3R1 immunodeficiency, the findings in the four patients presented here
continue to highlight the heterogeneity of the clinical
and immunologic abnormalities of the patients who have
PIK3RI Δ434_475 essential splice mutations [6–8]. The
clinical features of the four patients reported here are uniform and similar to some but not all of those described
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by Deau et al. [6] and Lucas et al. [7]. This could possibly be
due to the younger ages of our patients when compared with
those of Lucas et al. [7], but the ages at presentation of our
patients were similar to three of the four patients described by
Deau et al. [6] and all of the patients reported by Lougaris
et al. [8] All four of our patients had short stature; poor
growth was noted in the patients reported by Lucas et al.
[7] and Lougaris et al. [8] but in only one of those reported
by Deau et al. [6] Lymphadenopathy and/or tonsillar hypertrophy were noted in all four of our patients and in the four
reported by Lucas et al. [7], and in three of the four reported
by Lougaris et al. [8] but in only one of those reported by
Deau et al. [6] None of our patients has had a diagnosed
malignancy as yet and none has had problems with CMV or
EBV. Our patients were each diagnosed clinically as having
the Hyper IgM syndrome, but none of them had any of the
known gene mutations reported in the Hyper IgM syndrome.
Patient 1 had been found to have a common CD40L polymorphism, but his CD4+ T cells displayed functional CD40L
after activation [20]. Patient 4, with her diagnosis of SHORT
syndrome, appears to be a unique case compared to other
patients with this same mutation. While there may exist another mutation in Patient 4 that makes the presentation
unique, it was not found in chromosomal microarray studies,
fragile X studies, whole exome sequence analysis in the commercial lab setting, subsequent Sanger sequencing of
PIK3R1 exon 14, or in deletion testing of the mitochondrial
genome.
PIK3R1 is an established pleiotropic gene. In addition to
immunodeficiency, SHORT syndrome has been reported to be
caused by dominant de novo mutations in exon 14 of PIK3R1
[11–16]. Immunologic studies were not reported on in those
earlier SHORT syndrome publications. Thus, our Patient 4
with SHORT syndrome having the same mutation at this essential donor splice site (NM_181523.2:c.1425 + 1G > A/C/
T) in intron 11 as well as the same immunologic findings as
the other patients with PIK3R1 immunodeficiency, provides
an important link within PIK3R1 mediated disease. The commercial lab reported Patient 4 as negative for additional
PIK3R1, or other SHORT syndrome disease gene, variants.
We also subsequently Sanger sequenced PIK3R1 exon 14 in
our research lab setting and confirmed that both Patient 4 and
her mother were not carriers of variants in exon 14. We performed glucose uptake studies because some but not all patients with SHORT syndrome have been insulin resistant.
However, in keeping with the fact than none of the four patients reported here were clinically insulin resistant, the glucose uptake studies were normal (Fig. 3).
Our data suggest that p85αΔ434–475 mutation leads to elevated PI3K activity. The immunodeficiency observed in our
patients is similar to those with gain-of-function mutations in
PIK3CD, suggesting that this PIK3R1 mutation might cause
elevated PIK3CD activity [21]. At present, it is still
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Fig. 3 a Assessment of S6
phosphorylation in EBV-B cells
following anti-CD40 stimulation.
EBV-B cells from patients 1 and 4
and their mothers were rested in
PBS at 37 °C for 30’ and then
either unstimulated or stimulated
with insulin (1 μM) for the
indicated minutes. Cell lysates
were subjected to
immunoblotting analysis with
the indicated antibodies.
b Assessment of glucose
uptake before and after insulin
stimulation: EBV-transformed B
cells from Patients1, 2 and 4 their
parents (controls) were rested in
PBS for 30 min followed by
culture in the presence or absence
of 1–2 μM insulin for 30–60 min.
Glucose uptake was determined
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unclear how the p85αΔ434_475 mutation causes increased PI3K
activity. Normal p85α stabilizes the p110 catalytic subunit but
inhibits its lipid kinase activity in unstimulated cells. Under
stimulating conditions, p85α recruits p110 to activated receptors or adaptor molecules via its SH2 domain, leading to activation of its kinase activity [22, 23]. Because the inter-SH2
domain of p85α is involved in p85α - p110 heterodimerization
[24], it is possible that the p85αΔ434_475 mutant inefficiently
inhibits its cognate partner p110 (p110δ in the hematopoietic
cells and p110α in muscle and other tissues), leading to elevated PI3K signaling. Additionally, p85αΔ434_475 was underpresented compared with WT p85α in patients’ samples, indicating that amino acids absent in the mutant in the inter-SH2
domain are important for its stability.
The concomitant observation of SHORT syndrome in patient 4 is interesting in that it confirms PIK3R1 as a hot spot of
mutation for this syndrome. It also suggests that the
p85αΔ434_475 mutation may affect other catalytic PI3K subunits such as PIK3CA that are known to be important for
insulin receptor signaling [25]. It is important to note that
some SHORT syndrome patients with mutations in exon 14
[11–14] and a murine model mimicking one of the PIK3R1
mutations [26] displayed impaired PI3K signaling. Studies
have demonstrated that chronic overactivation of signal pathways can lead impairment of receptor induced signaling [27].
It is possible that chronic overactivation of the PI3K pathway
might trigger a negative feedback mechanism(s) that prevents
normal insulin receptor signaling in some tissues, although we

Unstim

insulin

Mother

did not find abnormal signaling in patient 4’s blood
lymphocytes.
The immunologic abnormalities in our patients were similar in many but not all respects to those previously reported
[6–8]. Three of our patients have low numbers of B cells, and
all have very low percentages of memory B cells and classswitched memory B cells. IgM was elevated in all four of our
patients, in three of the four patients reported by Deau et al.
[6], all of the patients reported by Lougaris et al. [8] but in only
one of the patients reported by Lucas et al. [7] Most of our
patients have low percentages of naïve CD4+ and CD8+ T
cells, but only one had elevated CD8 senescent T cells as
reported by Lucas et al. [7] T cell functional studies in our
patients suggest some T cell impairment but this was not
commented on in the three prior reports [6–8]. T cell dysfunction would not be unexpected, since PI3K signaling is required for the differentiation of T cells into subsets [1].
PIK3R1 has been identified as a gene intolerant to functional variation in the general human population. The Residual
Variation Intolerance Score (RVIS) for PIK3R1 is −0.76,
which corresponds to a ranking of 13.5 % most intolerant
genes, genome wide (http://igm.cumc.columbia.edu/
GenicIntolerance/). The intolerance of a gene to functional
variation among the human population has been
demonstrated to be highly predictive of disease-causing genes,
particularly those causing disease through a dominant model
[28]. Existing mouse knock-out work has also shown that
disruptions to Pik3r1 result in a wide range of B cell
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phenotypes [29]. Moreover, Pik3r1 is considered an ‘essential’ gene, with mouse knock-outs resulting in complete perinatal lethality and partial postnatal lethality [29]. We have
previously shown that the bioinformatics signature of a disruptive de novo mutation in an intolerant gene that is also
known to be essential is highly linked to pathogenicity among
children with undiagnosed genetic disorders [30].
Available mTOR inhibitors as well as non-selective PI3K
inhibitors approved for use in other conditions already exist. A
range of next generation PI3K inhibitors, which are highly
selective for the delta isoform, are under development.
These drugs could offer a pharmacological solution for these
patients where existing treatment options are very limited and
include extreme therapies such as bone marrow transplantation. The availability of highly selective orally available
PI3Kdelta inhibitors has the potential to normalize the pathological mechanism in these patients.

Conclusions
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